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Collins Manufacturing

Size: Drawing Number: Drawn By:

Title:

2000 Bowser Road
Cookeville, TN 38506

Date: Sheet

Finish Schedule
Face Color -
Top Color - 
Toe Color - 
Reveal / Accent Color - 
Hardware - 
Interior - 
Other (Specify) - 

Black

Brighton Walnut
Chrome Wire

N/A

JeffCo J09 Java Tower
JobNTS Brian
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Upper storage will attach to base cabinet with the supplied bolts. Pull out drawer to access the pre-drilled holes in the base cabinet. Bolts will
thread into pre-installed threaded inserts in the bottom of the upper storage, do not overtighten bolts.

This item is attached to the wall with wood screws. 3" wood screws and decorative washers are provided for wood framed walls. Fasteners 
for other wall types are to be obtained locally. Screw through the back panel in locations which will be inconspicuous after installation.

When attaching mirror frame to wall make 
sure to stay within the inside 2" with screws. 
The outer 2" will be visable. Note: top frame 
is marked with a "T". 
Attach bottom edge of bottom mirror frame 
19 1/2" above floor. The edge of the frame 
should be 4" from the side of tower unit. Slide
the side mirror frames in place by lowering 
the attached mending plate into the notch in 
bottom frame. Make sure the predrilled holes 
for the shelf clamps are toward the bottom. 
The use of a construction adhesive is 
suggested behind side frame pieces.  Slide 
top frame over the mending plates and secure
to wall. Attach the supplied mirror clips to 
frame using the pre-drilled holes. Put mirror in
place. Attach shelf clamps and shelf.
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